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Advancing or Receding Colors. Advancing and receding
qualities in colors are a reality, as psychologists have proved. The
warm hues seem to advance and the cool ones to recede. The
most strongly advancing color is yellow, then orange, red, green,
violet, and last blue. Artists who paint in a logical way make use
of this knowledge by keeping the yellow and red objects in the
foreground of their pictures and blue things in the distance.
In interior decoration, advancing warm color makes a room
seem smaller, whereas cool, pale color makes the walls appear to
recede and apparently enlarges the room. This idea also applies
to dress, for cool colors make a woman appear smaller and warm
colors larger. Intense colors advance more than grayed ones.
A simple experiment proves that certain colors appear relatively
to advance or recede. Select two squares of cardboard large
enough to be seen clearly at a considerable distance. On one card
paint a frame of blue around the edge, and a small square of yellow
in the center. Then paint the space between the yellow center
and the blue frame with other bands in this order from the center:
orange, red, green, and violet. On the other card paint the colors
in reverse order, making the outer frame yellow and the central
square blue. When viewed from a distance the first card will
appear to have a center which protrudes; the second will appear
to have a hollow center. Colored paper may be used for this
experiment instead of painted paper.
Earth or Acid Colors. In the spectrum a rather arbitrary divi-
sion might be made between earth and acid colors, but it probably
would be somewhat a matter of personal opinion. Earthy colors
are those made from earth, such as umbers, siennas, and ochers,
and also most of the reds, yellows, and sap greens. Vegetable dyes
have the earth character. The so-called acid colors made by
chemical means, usually from aniline, are magenta, blue-green,
carmine, cyan blue, and certain violets, Inherent in them is the
idea,of artificiality or sophistication in contrast with the primitive
appeal of the earth colors. These qualities should be considered
by the decorator in her use of colors. She can find many fine
earthy color schemes in museums, as, for example,, the ivory,
brown, dark blue, Indian red, yellow, and green which were com-
bined by the ancient Egyptians.

